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Customer demand for rooftop solar is forcing utilities to proactively address
this issue far more rapidly than anticipated. It’s a tough adjustment for
utilities because they don’t fully understand customers’ opinions, desires,
and beliefs about solar, making it hard for them to engage consumers in
a way that fits within current regulatory constructs. This white paper is the
second in a series from E Source about customers’ opinions of and attitudes
toward solar. Based on extensive customer market research we conducted
for the E Source Solar Customer Project, these papers provide insights and
recommendations to help utilities engage with customers on solar (see the
first paper, Net Metering Wars [PDF]).
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for them to engage consumers in a way that fits
within current regulatory constructs.
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Before They Do Anything, Utilities Must
Understand Customer Perceptions About Solar
Utilities disagree on how to educate customers about solar. Some
think you can throw a bunch of facts at them about the expense of
rooftop solar, the potential for cost-shifting and cross subsidization
attributed to current net metering rate design, and the challenges of
grid operations to get them to see the light and support (or at least
not oppose) the solar-related changes that utilities are implementing.
Others fear providing any education because they think the
information might encourage more customers to install solar. Still
others focus their education only on rooftop solar and ignore largescale solar altogether.
E Source member utilities agree that customer education on all types
of solar and other distributed energy resources is critical. However,
it has to be done right to be successful. Utilities must understand
customers’ perceptions, beliefs, and values around solar if they’re
going to educate them in a way that resonates, supports their solar
desires, and doesn’t come across as sounding anti-solar.

Customer education on
all types of solar and
other distributed energy
resources is critical.
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What Do Customers Really Think About Solar?
To help utilities get insight into customer perceptions of solar, we
surveyed more than 7,000 North American residential electricity
customers to learn more about their beliefs regarding the costs of
rooftop solar and their opinions on utility investments in solar. We also
studied how those opinions change with basic education.
Customers Believe Rooftop Solar Benefits the Grid and Is Less
Expensive than Traditional Grid Electricity
Residential customers love rooftop solar because it’s clean, has
positive environmental benefits, saves money on monthly bills, and
is the energy source of the future. Our market research uncovered a
less publicized reason for this support: Residential customers believe
that rooftop solar is a beneficial and lower-cost alternative to traditional
grid-supplied electricity.
In our online survey, 68 percent of respondents reported that they
believe rooftop solar costs the same or less than traditional gridsupplied electricity. Additionally, 61 percent believe that customergenerated solar power reduces costs for the overall electric system,
while another 29 percent think solar has a neutral effect, leaving just 10
percent who believe it increases costs.
This disconnect likely contributes to the tension between utilities and
their customers around net metering. Customers believe rooftop
solar is inexpensive and benefits the grid—meaning that utility
communications about cross subsidization and increased grid costs
conflict with current customer perceptions and likely come across as
anti-solar.
Customer Support for Large-Scale Solar Increases
with Cost Education
Customers are understandably ill informed about the relative costs
of electricity from large-scale, community, and rooftop solar. From
our research we learned that simple education about these cost
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differences significantly shifts customers’ opinions on how utilities
should support solar.
E Source researchers told customers to assume that their utility was
investing $100 in solar, and asked them to allocate those dollars
among four options: large-scale solar, community-scale solar,
residential rooftop solar, and business rooftop solar. Researchers
included a short description of each type and information about how
the benefits and costs accrue to different customer groups. The result?
Not surprisingly, customers allocated the most to residential rooftop
solar, at $31. Perhaps less expected, support for large-scale solar
came in a close second, at $29.
Next we tackled the question “How would these results change
with simple education on the relative costs of different types of
solar?” Then we gave respondents some data about the rough
costs of solar, stating that rooftop costs twice as much as largescale solar per unit of electricity, and community solar costs 50
percent more than large-scale solar. After they absorbed this
information, we asked them to reallocate the $100 their utility was
investing. The results were remarkable: Investment allocation rose
over 40 percent for large-scale solar, the two rooftop options each
dropped about 22 percent, while allocation to community solar
stayed roughly the same.
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What Do These Customer Insights Mean
for Utility Education Approaches?
It’s striking that simply knowing that rooftop solar is twice as expensive
as large-scale solar can so dramatically shift customers’ opinions on
how utilities should invest their solar dollars. However, the solution to
utility solar education and communication approaches isn’t as simple
as just providing this information to customers. Utilities must balance
the rational and emotional sides of the issue to move customers’
perceptions and preferences.
We do not recommend utilities ever try to dissuade customers from
supporting rooftop solar, as they have the most positive emotional
attachment to it relative to all other types of solar. But providing
education on the different costs of solar builds a platform for utilities to
communicate their solar strategies to customers.
Because utilities are required to deliver the lowest-cost electricity,
educating customers about the costs of different types of solar helps

utilities explain their decisions around large-scale solar investments.
To supplement this explanation, utilities should acknowledge people’s
love for rooftop solar and support it by giving customers information
and tools to help them make solar-related decisions that are most
beneficial for them.
This support can include resources that help customers determine
whether their house is suitable for rooftop solar, explanations of the
likely impact of rooftop solar on their monthly bill, and material on
existing green- or community-solar program options that could serve
as alternatives to rooftop solar. Providing this type of information will
go a long way in supporting people’s solar aspirations and building a
relationship with potential solar customers—a rapidly growing part of
utilities’ customer base—for years to come.

Providing education on the different
costs of solar builds a platform for
utilities to communicate their solar
strategies to customers.
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About E Source
For 30 years, E Source has been providing research, consulting, and market research to more
than 300 utilities and their partners. This guidance helps our customers advance their efficiency
programs, enhance customer relationships, and use energy more efficiently. www.esource.com.

Contact us

To learn more about how E Source is helping utilities effectively
communicate with customers about solar in the 2017 Solar
Customer Project, contact us at esource@esource.com or call
1-800-ESOURCE.
10113-004

